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Ambition might by no means be adequate for herSmart and ambitious, Nina Lewis used to be
hurdling hindrances not just as a legislation pupil at Berkeley within the early '70s yet as a black
girl in the course Beyond the Fire of a time of large change, opportunity, and unrest. even
though an internal hearth of desire and optimism carried her from poverty to a popular
legislation school, she wanted more. . . .Love had by no means been adequate for himDavid
Hamilton was once a tough, competitive reporter, a rolling stone who accumulated no moss, no
commitments, and no attachments. till Nina. abruptly being a wanderer wasn't so tempting. . .
.Only every thing will be sufficient for themAs a hugely publicized mayoral race made entrance
web page news, the enthusiasts may locate themselves struggling with at the entrance strains
of a heated contest for power. Nina may discover ways to belief her instincts as a lawyer, a
lover, and a Beyond the Fire girl as she ran the main tricky race of her life--the one among her
objectives and her heart. . . .
be cautious as the outdated asserting is true; "everyone you think that is your buddy isn't your
friend." baby-kisser and journalists combine like oil and water. legislations scholar Nina
Lewis,finds her self in the course of the hearth attempting to continue peace among reporter
David Hamilton, and flesh presser Roland Hill. good written book.
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